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"Funny, unique and charming! I laughed out loud! Just in time for the Winter Olympics and the
snowboarding competitions! I want to move to Kissing Bridge and live in their world!S. Stevens
Kindle Good BooksThe final book in the #1 Best Selling Series!A funny wonderful feel good clean
and wholesome romance. Summer and Brad are slated to get married but things go awry in Kissing
Bridge! Brad's younger sister, snowboarding champion, Kacey Anderson is forced to come home to
heal from a bad accident. After being told she can no longer compete she begins to train at her
home while still missing her beloved Olympic gold medalist Brody Jenkins. Against doctor's orders
she begins to regain her strength in the hopes of competing in the 2016 Olympics. When a young
Climate Change activist enlists her help to bring awareness to the cause, Kacey begins to think that
her future may be much different then she imagined. Summer is forced back to LA to finish off a
contract when the worst blizzard in decades hits her hometown. Unable to return she can only suffer
as she here's a fate worse than she can ever imagine is unfolding back home in Kissing Bridge
Mountain. Against all odds, love always seems to bring miracles to Kissing Bridge and this story will
leave you believing and having faith in the power of true love."I'm so happy to have gotten to read
the final book in this series. I so loved the entire set and I'm hoping Ms. West thinks about
continuing the lovely town of Kissing Bridge!"Helga Hansbrook1 Best Selling Series in Holiday
RomanceOnce you come to Kissing Bridge you'll never want to leave.>> Download This Book
Today
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I absolutely loved this book! I've read all three in this series and would highly recommend this book
as well as the other two. It was so refreshing to read such a clean , really well written book. I would
love to see books to follow on Dodie and Jason's wedding as well as the other characters in them. A
very good read!!!!

This book was everything it promised to be a lovely feel good story, I loved it, this series is really
good and I really hope there will be more, because I will miss going to the other weddings and
keeping in touch with all the characters as they sail through their lives. They are all such good
people and friends.ðŸ˜˜ðŸ‘•

I have become a huge fan of Linda West! I LOVE her books! This one did not disappoint! I hope the
Kissing Bridge series never ends! Just ordered the newest one Firework Kisses and Summertime
Wishes. Can't wait to read it!

This the third book. I highly recommend this book and have read all three. Please consider reading
them all. The people are interwoven, the town and its people are terrific. Story line is original and so
well written. 2days all three books. Stopped reading to cook...best weekend!!

Amazing 3rd book in the series. I loved them all bUt this was the best by far. Easy to read captiving
and keep you readingSo you see what happens next.i really hope the author will continue to write
more stories like this.

A delightful book. I really enjoy being able to sit down and relax over a fun book. I enjoy finding an
author who can still write clean books. It is so refreshing. I just recently found this author and I
believe she is one I will be reading more of. Thanks Linda for an enjoyable evening.

Loved this book which was the 3rd in series. It kept me interested and I couldn't read it fast enough.
Has it all: humor, romance, excitement and best of all it is a feel good, clean read. Recommend it to
anyone who needs to laugh and be uplifted.

All the twists and turns in this story were well worth it! Very breathtaking and exciting all the way
through. . .Loved every moment! jc
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